
6. RESULTS OF THE MODEL STUDY

6.1 Introduction

In the following sections the sensitivity properties of various existing and

consffucted ECG leads are analyzed. This serves two purposes; the properties of
ECG leads to detect myocardial activation is illusnated and the results of the

model are validated by comparing them to those of other model studies.

Unfortunately this comparison can only be based on general agreement of results,

and thus provides only superficial validation. The main study focused on the

sensitivity properties of the leads of the l2-lead ECG, which is commonly used

in exercise ECG. Also included are brief comments regarding the properties of
V7- V3R. These leads are employed in special situations for detecting the areas

where standard lead systemE rue inferior, i.e. they have "aimed properties". The

sensitivity properties of the VECG lead systems that were developed to test the

optimization procedure, are discussed and compared to some existing derived

VECG lead systems. An assessment of the sensitivity properties of the regional

aimed ECG leads concludes this chapter. This examination includes a test using

the FDM model data. All other sensitivitv information is obtained from the

inhomogeneous hybrid model.

The sensitivity properties of ECG leads depend on the geomeEy of the lead,

thorax shape, and inhomogeneities. With the hybrid model only the net influence

of the morphology of the body and the conductive inhomogeneities is obtainable.

However, it may be possible to differentiate and analyze some of the effects.
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The shape of the thorax forms the borders of the volume conductor and usually
has the strongest effect on sensitivity. This so-called proximity effect [McFee and
Parungao, 1961I increases the magnirude s of the lead vectors of the sources
siruated near the elecffodes, and also directs the vectors toward the measuring
elecnode.

The heart region with large blood volumes is situated between the lungs, which
have low conductivity. This well conducting channel increases the longitudal
senr;itivity [Gulrajani and Mailloux, 1983] The channeling effect [Gulrajani and
Mailloux, 19831 and the Brody effect [Brody, 1956] of the well conducting blood
masses are the most important conseque nces of inhomogeneities. The Brody effect
generally increases the radial component of the sensitivity. The intracardiac blood
may cause the largest alterations in the properties of the ECG leads [Rudy and

Plonsey, 1980; Gulrajani and Mailloux, 19831. It has been reported that the

influence of the intracardiac blood mass can exceed that of the shape of the

thorax [Purcell, Snoink and Horacek, 1988].

6.2 Sensitivity properties of the l2-lead system

6.2.1 Mean sensitivities of the leads

The star model, also known as the hexaxial reference system (Figure 5.2), is used

to support the slinical ECG diagnosis. When the lead vectors ilre obtained

employing realistic models, the magnitudes and the directions of the vectors will
deviate from the hexaxial system. In Figure 6.1 a and b the mean sensitivities,
i.e., average lead vectors of the l2-lead ECG obtained from the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous models are displayed, respectively. The lead vectors are presented

as anterior, transverse and sagittal projections. In the transverse and frontal
projection the lead vectors not normally displayed in these projections are

indicated by dashed lines, i.e., the lead vectors of the limb leads in the ffansverse
projection and the chest leads in the frontal projection. In Appendix (iii) the lead

vectors of the l2-lead ECG obtained uue presented in numerical form.

Compared to the star model the lead vectors of the limb leads have similar direc-
tions whereas precordial leads differ considerably. The sensitivities of leads V I -

V4 are increased due to the proximity of the electrodes. The precordial leads also

have high sensitivity in the frontal projection. [n the hexaxial reference system
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these sensitivities are considered to be zero. This result is evident when

censidering the locations of the chest electrodes at different levels of the

precordium.

The inhomogeneities do not markedly alter the directions of the mean sensitivities

(Figure 6.1 b). The sensitivities parallel to the well conducting channel of blood

masses increase most and the directions of the lead vectors are turned more

parallel to this channel. This can be seen in the lead vectors of leads II, III and

aVF. The sensitivity of limb lead I is almost perpendicular to this axis and is

nearly the same in both cases. Generally, the differences between the mean

sensitivities of different leads are larger in the inhomogeneous than in the

homogeneous case. The Brody effect of the intracardiac blood mass increases the

alreadv high sensitivities of leads V3, V4 and V5. In these leads the source zueas

lie between the measuring electrode and the intracardiac blood mass.

Perhaps the only papers in which the sensitivities of all the leads of the l2-lead

system are rhose by Schmitt [Schmin,1957) and Schmitt and Simonson [Schmitt

and Simonson, 19551. They used a homogeneous tank model. The results with the

limb leads and leads V5 and V6 are similar, but the lead vectors of leads V I - V4

are longer in the hybrid model. Schmitt used nine sources located inside a 5cm x

5cm x 5 cm cube. All the sources were close to the center of the heart and the

proximity of the measuring electrodes was less effective in Schmin's measure-

ments.

6.2.2 Local sensitivity properties

Limb leads

Figure 6.2 a) and b) shows the lead vectors of the limb leads I, [l and tII obtained

from the homogeneous and inhomogeneous hybrid models, respectively. The

triangles obtained from the homogeneous model form a homogeneous vector field

(Figure 6.2 a). The lead vectors of the soruces close to the measuring electrodes

are slightly longer and directed towards the electrode. [n the inhomogeneous case

(Figure 6.2 b) the lead vectors of leads tI and [II are lengthened due to the

channeling effect. Also, all the lead vectors are directed more towards the well

conducting blood masses in the heart cavities and in the great vessels, which is a

demonstration of the Brody effect.
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Figure 6.1 Average lead vectors of the l2-lead ECG obtained from a) the
homogeneous and b) the inhomogeneous models
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The triangles obtained by Burger and van Milaan as well as by Frank were

measured at the center of the heart. Frank used a homogeneous model [Frank,
19541, Burger and van Milaan used both homogeneous [Burger and van Milaan,

1947) and inhomogeneous (with spine and the lungs) [Burger anc van Milaan,

19481 models. As seen in Figure 6.2,the form of the triangles is a irnction of the

source location. [f a source location is selected near the center, it is possible to

obtain a triangle similar to Frank's or Burger and van Milaan's. Garyzel andLizzi

[Grayzel and Lizzi, 19677 obtained image surfaces and lead vectors in seven

different locations in the heart. They used a two-dimensional homogeneous and

two inhomogeneous models, one with lungs and the other with innacardiac blood

masses. Milan Horäsek [Horäcek, 1989] has recalculated the measurements of
Grayzel and Lizzi with a numerical model and achieved very similar results.

According to their results inhomogeneities do not increase longitudal sensitivities

as much as oru results would indicate. This is due to the absence of great vessels

blood masses in the models employed by Grayzel and Lizz|

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the relative sensitivities of the limb leads and

precordial leads obtained from the inhomogeneous model, respectively. The pie

charts represent the four main sections of the heart (right atrium, left atrium, left

venfficle and right ventricle). These indicate the sensitivities of the heart, i.e., the

sections are located in the same order as in the heart and the sizes of the portions

express the relative sensitivity in each section. The portions and the bars show the

percentage distribution of the sensitivity of a lead in the heart and in the left

venfficle, respectively. T'he bars on the right indicate the relative total and the

relative radial/tangential sensitivity disributions in the left ventricle (in anterior,

lateral, inferior, posterior, septal and apical sections) (Equation 4.3 - 4.1).

Because the length of a vector is not linearly dependent on its components, the

sum of the radial and two tangential components of a section is not the same as

the total relative sensitivity.

As the total sensitivity distributions indicate, the sensitivities of the limb leads are

equal in different areas of the heart and the left vennicle. None of the leads is

particularly sensitive in the left venficle, where most of the activation originates.

These leads appear to measure the atrial activation with greater sensitivity. All
leads other than trI and aVL measure the right heart (RA+RV) with higher

sensitivity than the left (LA+LV).
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The precordial leuds

The chest electrodes, being close to the heart, increase the diversity of the local
properties of these leads. Figure 6.3. indicates the lead vectors of leads Vl and

V6 obtained from the inhomogeneous model. The local variability of the sensitivi-

ties is in evidence. The lead vectors are directed toward the measuring chest

electrode in a funnel shape and the sensitivity near the electrode is high.

Lead Vl has long lead vectors, i.e., high sensitivity in the right ventricle and in

the anterior section of the left ventricle. This is also seen in Figure 6.5, where the

sensitivity dismibutions of the precordial leads are depicted. Leads V2 and V3 are

more sensitive in the lateral section, V4 and V5 in the inferior section and V6 in
the posterior section of the left vennicle. The sensitivity in the left anium
increases towards lead V6. The electrodes of leads VZ - V4 are very close to the

apical section and the sensitivity of these leads is therefore high in this section.

6.2.3 Radial-tangential sensitivity distribution

The radial/tangential sensitivity distribution, the property of the lead to indicate

radial or tangential sources in different ileas of the heart, may be related to the

capacity of the lead to indicate diseases as discussed in Chapter 3. Also presented

in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are the radial/tangential sensitivity distributions of the 12-

lead system in the left ventricle.

The sections where the leads have the highest radial, tangential and total

sensitivity are collated in Table 6.1. The principal tangential component is

indicated and the sections where the leads are sensitive to indicate ischemia

according to clinical knowledge [Heikkilä, 1982] are also expressed. As can be

seen from Figure 6.5, leads V2 - V5 have a high apical sensitivity. This section

is usually combined to anterior, lateral or inferior sections and in this table the

apical section is not considered.
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Limb lead I has been called a lateral lead because of its clinical ability to reflect

the electrical activity of this section. The high lateral sensitivity of limb lead I is
mainly radial, and is the highest local aimed sensitivity of all the leads of the l2-
lead system. The highest radial sensitivity is in same section where the lead is

presumed to detect ischemia in eight leads of the l?-lead ECG. The sensinvities

of leads V3, V4 and V6 do not follow this rule. As can be seen in Figure 6.5,

these leads have high radial sensitivity also in the sections of high clinical
sensitivity (anterior and lateral). Since the differences in the radial sensitivities are

small, common antero-lateral ischemia can bd detected. Lead aVR, which has no

specific detection properties, has almost the same low radial sensitivities in every

section of the left ventricle. According to clinical knowledge, there is no lead to

detect posterior ischemias. Leads I and V6 have the highest posterior relative

radial sensitivity, but the ischemia prone antero-lateral section is more easily

detected.

These findings agree with the study made by Fuchs et al. [Fuchs et al., l9tt2l.

They observed that leads I, aVL and Vl - V4 were all highly correlated with the

presence of LAD disease and changes in leads [I, III and aVF with RCA or LCx

narrowings.

Employing computerized ECG measuring techniques and ST/HR slope calculation

methods Sievänen [Sievänen, l99l] has found information regarding the sensiti-

vity of the leads similar to that noted above. Sievänen concludes that the chest

leads, particularly V4 and V5, are generally sensitive to detect ischernia. The

clinical power of lead V5 has been observed in many other studies [Chung, 1979:

Simoons and Block, l98l; Simoons, 19841. The sensitivity disnibution of this

lead is homogeneous, but the fact that this lead has a high tangential sensitivity

does not agree with the assumption that the leads with high radial sensitivity are

sensitive to ischaemia. Leads V4 and V5 are sensitive in the anterior, lateral and

inferior walls. [n general, isghemia occurs in these areas with thick muscle, thus

increasing the possibility of detecting ischemia with these leads. Since the

distribution of myocardial ischemia sites in the population is unknown,

comparison of the general property of a lead to indicate ischemia and local

sensitivity properties is not pertinent

Hani Sievänen ISievänen, 1987] has calculated the average range of the ST/FIR

slopes. The total sensitivities depicted in Figure 6.1 and these ranges have similar

distributions. The range is low in the limb leads and extensive in the chest leads.

Leads Y2 and V3 have the highest range of slopes and the highest total sen-

sitivity. This feature indicates the effect of the mean sensitivity of a lead. This

statistical result can be regarded as a factor of amplification. Higher slopes can be

obtained by amplifying the signal; however, this does not improve the clinical
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perforrnance of the lead. For this reason the sensitivity distribution of the leads

should be improved.

It should be emphasized that the model used for calculating the sensitivity values

is a thorax model. The values of the standard 12-lead ECG may be distorted. The

results of the standard leads indicate the properties of the Mason-Likar
modification.

Test-n 6.1
THE agu-trrty oF THE 12-mao ECG svsrgM To TNDTcATE ISCHEMIA rN

DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE HEART. THC SECTIONS OF MAXIMUM RADIAL,

TOTAL TANGENTIAL AND TOTAL SENSITIVITY AND THE SECTIONS

WHERE THE LEADS ARE THE MOST SENSITIVE TO INDICATE ISCHEMIA

ACCoRDING To CLINICAL STUDIES I.HEIKKILÄ. I982I

The most sensitive

section according to

clinical knowledse

The section of maximal sensitivity, obtained

from the hvbrid model

Leao CLtNtceL

TouI TANGENTIAL

Rq,ornt- (pRtNctpnl coMPoNENT: TotaL
C.cIRcuvrrERENTIAL, A-AXIA L)

I

II

UI

aVR

aVL

Lateral

Inferior

Inferior

no specific

Antero-lateral

aVF Inferior

Vl Seotal and anteriol

V2 Septal and anterior

V3 Anterior

V4 Antero-lateral

V5 Antero-lateral

V6 Antero-lateral

Lateral Anterior (T)

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Lateral

Inferior

Septal

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Lateral

Inferior

Septal (A)

Septal (A)

Septal (A)

Lateral (AT)

Septal (A)

Inferior (T)

Inferior (T)

Inferior (A)

Inferior (A)

Inferior (A)

Inferior (A)

Lateral

Posterior

Septal

Posterior

Lateral

Septal

Anterior

Lateral

Lateral

Inferior

Inf'erior

Posterior

The apical section has not been taken into account
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6.3 Leads V7 -V3R

Leads V7 - V3R are rarely used and when used are aimed to probe the posterior
and right heart. In Table 6.2 the sections with the highest radial and tangential
sensitivities are indicated. The relative sensitivity in these sections is presented

also.

With these leads it is possible to measure the activation of the inferior and

posterior or septal sections with a higher sensitivity than by using the normal
leads. Lead V9 has the highest posterior relative radial sensitivity (Il.7Vo). The
sensitivity in the dorsal iueas of the heart increases when the measuring elecrode
is moved to the rear of the thorax. Similarly, the anterior and especially the septal

sensitivity increase when the measuring electrode is moved to the right side of the

thorax, thus closer to these areas. The septal section has the highest sensitivity in
lead V5R. The radial sensitivity in the septal section is 18.87o. Anterior radial
sensitivity is highest in lead V3R.

TenlB 6.2
Tup uosr sENSrrrvE sECTroN oF LEADS V7 - V9 lr.ro V3R - V9R a,No

THE RELATIVE SENSITIVITY IN THAT SECTION

Section of highest sensitivity (relative sensitivity)

Lead Radial Tansential

v7

V8

v9

Posterior (8.5Vo)

Posterior( 10. I %)

Posterior (ll.lVo)

Posterior (l0.5Eo)

Septal (l2.3%o\

Septal (14.33Vo)

Septal (l6.0Eo\

Septal (l8.8%o)

Septal (l5.9Eo)

Sepral (16.5%o)

Posterior (l3.9Vo)

Posterior (l4.5Vo)

Septal (r4.0%)

Posterior (l2.2Vo)

Posterior (l0.4Vo)

Posterior (10.07o)

Anterior (10.0%)

Anterior ( 10.87o)

Anterior (1,2.0Vo)

Anterior (l2.5To)

V9R

V8R

V7R

V6R

V.5R

V4R

V3R
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6.4 Properties of the ECG leads developed

6.4.1 Orthogonal sensitivity properties of the optimized VECG leads

As discussed in Chapter 5.3, the optimization procedure was first adopted in an

attempt to solve an easier task than that of optimizing the regional aimed leads.

A VECG lead system was consfiucted with maximal orthogonal sensitivities.

The Frank X-, Y- and Z-Ieads leads have 62.9Vo,75.6Vo and 70.7Vo of their

orthogonal sensitiviry directed in the X, Y and Z directions respectively

(coordinate system is presented in Appendix(i)). The corresponding figures for
the new optimized VECG leads are 83.5Vo, 85.9Vo and 79.5Vo., which are

markedly higher than in the Frank lead system.

A high orthogonal sensitivity does not produce a good orthogonal lead. The

sensitivity distribution should also be homogeneous and in the Frank-like

derived leads the sensitivity distribution should be similar to that of the Frank

VECG lead system. The X, Y and Z sensitivity distributions of the

corresponding leads are presented in Figure 6.6. This figure illusnates the

principal orthogonal component of each lead. The lead system with maximal

orthogonal sensitivity is labeled Optim and the lead system that is optimized to

simulate the Frank system is labeled OpF. For comparison, the orthogonal

sensitivities of the conventional Frank VECG leads and the derived VECG lead

systems consructed by Edenbrandt and Pahlm (labeled E&P) [Edenbradt and

Pahlm, 19881, Uijen et al. [Uijen, van Oosterom and van Dam, 1988] and the

group of van Bemmel (labeled vanB) [Macfarlane, 1989] are also depicted. The

Optim lead system has higher sensitivities than those of the other leads. The

optimization procedure has produced a good X-lead without an electrode at the

back of the thorax. As a whole the optimized VECG lead system can be graded

better than the conventional Frank system. The leads have lower erroneous

components and the sensitivity disributions are homogeneous. Tranfer

coefficints of the OpF and Optim lead systems are presented in Appendix (v).

The mean sensitivity of the leads of the Optim VECG lead system is equal to

the mean sensitivity of the X-lead of the Frank VECG lead system.

All the derived VECG systems compare with Frank leads. The optimized

derived lead (OpF) has the most satisfactorily comparable distribution. The

derived X-leads differ most from the Frank X-lead in the posterior and apical

sections and the Y-leads in lateral and septal sections. The Z-lead constructed

by Uijen et al. has the greatest deviation from the Frank system.
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Anterior Lateral Inferior Posterior Septal Apical

Anterior Lateral Inferior Posterior Septal Apical

Section of the leftventricle

Figure 6.6 X, Y and Z sensitivity disnibution of the Frank VECG system.
derived leads of Edenbrandt and Palmer (E&P), Uijen et al (Uijen), van
Bemmel et al. (vanB), optimized leads (OpF) and leads with maximal
orthogonal sensitivity (Optim).
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The above results are particularly promising for the opdmization of regional
aimed leads. Of course, the optimized leads were constructed and tested
employing the same model, thus causing an obvious comparison limitation, and
on the basis of these data, the best derived lead system cannot be indicated.

6.4.2 Radial/tangential sensitivity properties of leads with maximal radial, axial or
circ umferential sensitivitv

As stated in Chapter 5.4, a lead system for the detection of radial, circumferential
and axial sources in every section of the left ventricle was optimized. This lead
system was constructed to study the detection of ischemic soruces. A lead with
maximal radial sensitivity, a lead with maximal circumferential and a lead with
maximal axial sensitivity were optimized. Positive directions ile from
endocardium to epicardium, towards the apex and in an anticlockwise rotation as

seen from the apex in radial, axial and circumferential direction, respectively.
Coefficients of the l2-lead ECG system to form the leads with maximal radial,
axial or circumferential sensitivity are listed in Appendix (vi).

The axial direction behaves similarly to the orthogonal sensitivities as it is
directed in the same direction throughout the heart, but the leads with high radial
and especially circumferential sensitivity are difficult to construct. Consuucting a

lead with high radial sensitivity in every section would require an electrode inside
the heart. To obtain a good radial lead with high radial sensitivity and low
tangential sensitivity the radial sensitivity of the septal section was allowed to be

directed in a negative radial direction. The lead field of an optimal circumferential
lead resembles that of an MCG lead. There is no electrode confisuration to
produce an ideal circumferential lead field.

Sensitivity disributions of the radial, axial and circumferential leads are displayed
in Figure 6.7. The radial, circumferential and axial leads have 64.5Vo,43.3Vc and
78.4Vo of their sensitivity in radial, circumferential and axial directions,
respectively. These figures and the bars in Figure 6.7 are in keeping with the
above discussion recarding the theoretical prospects to construct these leads. A
good axial lead has been consffucted, the radial lead is reasonably good, but the
lead with high circumferential sensitivity has only a limited value.
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6.4.3 RadiaVtangential sensitivity properties of the regional aimed leads

Leads constructed to detect fifteen source areas

The method of SVD was employed to solve the inverse of the lead vector matrix

of all the fifteen separate soruces with radial, axial and circumferential

components. As stated in Chapter 5.4, there are 45 sources and 8 independent

measurements provided by the l2-lead ECG. The SVD method was used to
calculate an inverse of the 8 x 45 lead vector matrix Cr,or. This produced the

coefficients for calculating the new leads. The difference between the number of
independent measurements and parameters to be determined reduces the

performance of the constructed lead system.
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Table 6.3 illustrates the relative sensitivity of the 45 leads to detect the desired
source component. As can be seen, radial leads are more sensitive to detect the
desired component than the axial and circumferential leads. Some leads detect the
desired component with a ve ry high sensitivity; leads for radial sources l, 7 and
14 detect these sources with a relative sensitivity of 22.3Vo, l8.7%o and 38.4Vo,
respectively. Sources located close to the chest electrodes (sources 7, 10, 14, 15)
or distant from other sources (source I ) can be detected with a higher sensitivity;
those sources that are deeper in the body (9,12 and l3) have a lower sensitivity.

The achieved sensitivity reflects the ability of the lead to distinguish the desired
source component from the other sources. The contamination of other sources can
be expressed as cross coupling of other source components. This term has been
employed in assessing higher order dipolar sources [Terry et al., l97l]. A
maximal cross coupling index (CC), shown in Equation (6.1), describes the
capability of a lead to distinguish the source p from any of the other sources.

max.S
(( = 

n\n*Pl

es
P

(6.1)

Maximal cross coupling indexes are listed in Table 6.4. Radial sources are the
easiest to detect and circumferential sources the most difficult, agreeing the
sensitivities of Table 5.3. In axial and especially circumferential leads the mean
of the indexes is more than l00%u which may well be considered the lower limit
for an aimed lead. A maximal cross coupling index higher than 1007o means that
the lead has a higher sensitivity to detect a source other than that desired. Mean
relative sensitiivty is 8.lVo and mean cross coupling index l24%o. The leads of
the standard l2-lead ECG gave 4.6Vo mean relative sensitivity and 200Vc cross
coupling index to detect the components of the l5 source s. These results conflum
the obvious conclusion; the l2-lead ECG yields insufficient independenr
information to distinguish all l5 sources.

Tnsl-o 6.3
DErEcloN oF THE oRIGINAL FIFTEEN souRCEs, RELATIVE sENsrnvtry (Vo) or

THE DESIRED SOURCE COMPONENT

Lead

Rad.

Tang.

Axial
MeErn

1234
22.3 6.3 8.1 7.5

4.5 2.3 5.8 4.4

8.3 4.8 7.t 5.0

l1.7 4.5 7.0 5.6

56789
6.0 l1.0 18.7 5.2 5,7

s.5 7.8 6.6 4.9 3.8

4.7 6.7 6.3 8.1 5.4

5.4 8.5 10.-s 6.1 5.0

l0 ll t2 13

9.3 4.4 r2.3 7.6

l3.l 4.0 3.0 5.-s

8.1 3.8 3.4 4.5

lo.2 4.t 6.2 .s.9

14 15 Mean

38.4 7.1 l1.3

6.5 8.8 -5.8

24.9 8.8 7.3

23.2 8.2 8.1
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TnsLB 6.4
DETEcIoI OF THE oRI(;INAL RFTEEN SoURCES.

MAXIMAL CROSS COUPLING IXOEX (%) (EQUATION 6.I)

Source

Lead I

Rad 27

Circ. 203

Axial 176

Mean 135

l5 Mean

93 ritt

145 163

l0l t22
r l3 t24

Regional aimed ECG leads

The rcgional aimed leads are so constructed as to have high radial, axial or
circumferential sensitivity in one of the six sections of the left ventricle. This
problem involved six source locations forming a lead vector matrix Cr,,r. This
problem is not uniquely solvable. tf only radial dipoles iue considered the

problem of inverting a Cr,u matrix can be solved uniquely. However, the leads

produced are also sensitive to tangential sources. Considering only radial sources

interindividual variations in heart location and orientation may very easily distort
the detection of the sources. This means that all the components of.the sources

must be considered. The coefficients to calculate the regional aimed leads were

obtained using the optimization procedure and SVD described in Chapter 5.

ln Figure 6.8 the achieved maximum sensitivities of the new leads and the 12-

lead system are compared. The highest radial, circumferential and axial local

sensitivity of each section is illustrated. The name of the lead of the standard

ECG system with the highest sensitivity is also entered. Three sets of leads were

constructed; two sets based on the standard l2-lead ECG, one by employing the

optimization method and the other using SVD. The third set was optimized by

implementing a l2-lead system with leads V3 and V5 replaced by leads V5R and

V9. Coefficients to form the regional aimed ECG leads employing the l2-lead
ECG system and the l}-lead system with leads V3 and V5 replaced by leads V5R

and V9 are listed in Appendix (vii) and Appendix (viii), respectively.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, limb lead I has been regarded a lateral

lead, having l6.8Vo relative radial lateral sensitivity. Lead V5R has the highest

local aimed sensitivity of the extended leads. Septal radial sensitivity is llJ.tJolo. As

can be observed in Figure 6.8, the radial aimed leads have markedly higher local

sensitivity in every section. Anterior radial leads constructed using the leads V5R

and V9 are an exception. Generally, the achieved sensitivities in axial and

circumferential directions are also higher than the aimed sensitivities of leads I

and V5R. The circumferential sensitivity in posterior and septal sections is low.

234
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The increase in radial, circumferential and axial sensitivities compared to the stan-

dard leads is highest in the posterior (2l2%o), lateral (277Vo) and apical (233Va)

sections, respectively. A high increase has been achieved in those sections where

the standard leads have low sensitivity. The posterior circumferential lead is an

exception; in the l2-lead ECG the posterior circumferential sensitivity is low
(4.4Vc\. and the methods are unable to increase it.

Leads generated using the optimization method have higher local aimed

sensitivities, but the differences a.re small. Ttre largest absolute differences are in

inferior axial lead, circumferential apical lead, and circumferential lateral and

apical leads.

The use of leads V5R and V9 instead of V3 and V5 increased radial and

circumferential sensitivities in posterior, septal and apical sections. Since leads

V5R and V9 are sensitive in septal and posterior sections, respectively, the

increase in sensitivity in these sections was predictable. The higher sensitivity in

apical radial and circumferential leads may be due to the capability of the system

to reduce sensitivities in other sections when leads V5R and V9 are employed. [n

the radial anterior lead, axial lateral, and axial apical leads a lower sensitivity was

achieved than that in the leads based on the standard l2-lead ECG. This

demonsffates that the remaining standard chest leads cannot fully compensate the

absent leads V3 and V5.
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F'igure 6.8 Maximal radial, axial and circumferential sensitivities of the 12-lead

ECG. optimized leads, leads constructed using SVD and optimized leads

employing V5R and V9 instead of V3 and V5.
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F-igure 6.9 Cross couplin indexes of the l2-lead ECG, optimized leads, leads

consrructed using SVD and optimized leads employing V5R and V9 instead of
V3 and V5.

An ideal aimed lead only probes the desired source. The quality of the lead is

reduced if other sources are also detected. The problem to localize a source is

alleviated if this erroneous sensitivity is equally distributed throughout the rest of

rhe sources. In Figure 6.9 maximal cross coupling indexes (Equation 6.1) of the

srandard l2-lead ECG and the regional aimed leads are depicted and Table 6.5

inclicates the mean relative sensitivities and cross coupling indexes of the lead

systems. Compared to the original 15 source configuration (Table 6.4). the

contamination is markedly lower. The leads consffucted using the SVD have

better indexes than the optimized ones. This is especially notable in lateral and

inferior radial leads and the axial apical lead. Anterior, lateral, inferior and septal

axial leads and anterior circumferential leads are the exceptions; the optimized

leads have lower indexes. The optimization scheme was intended to construct a

lead with high regional aimed sensitivity, i.e., high radial, axial or circumferential

relative sensitivity in one selected section. The method does not consider the

clistribution of the sensitivity in other sections. In many cases this produced leads

with a high sensitivity to detect the desired source but also a high sensitivity to

cletect some other source. The results manifest the difference between the

methods; SVD forms all the leads simultaneously while the optirnization

procedure is conducted for each lead separately.

The leads V5R and V9 have improved the detection of radial and circumferential

sources and decreased the detection of axial sources (Table 6.5). This is rnainly

due to very high cross coupling in the lateral axial lead (Figure 6.9). For this

Circumferentiol sensitivity

PosferiorSeptol Apicttl
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reason the mean cross coupling index is larger than that of the leads constructed

ernploying the standard 12-lead ECG. Generally, the leads V5R and V9 increase

the ability of the system to aim the sensitivities. This means that these leads

provide more independent information for the 12-lead ECG compared to leads V3

and V5. These results indicate that an optimal elecffode location does not merely
produce a very good aimed lead, but helps to optimize leads with more potent

aimed sensitivities.

ln the following paragraphs the sensitivity disributions of the developed regional

airned leads are brieflv discussed.

Tasr-B 6.5
MTnru RELATTVE SENSITIvITY (%) nNO MEAN CROSS COUPLING INDEX (Vo) OP

THE REGIoNAL AIMED LEADS AND THE I2-uP.IO ECG TO DETECT

REGIONAL RADIAL. AXIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL MYOCARDIAL SOURCES

l2-lead ECG Optimized regional SVD regional Optimized regional

aimed leads aimed aimed leads (V3

leads and V5 replaced by

V5R and V9)

Sourceflead Relative 
...,,,.,ft6d$'...:... 
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Leads with hieh radial sensitivitv

Figure 6.10 presents the sensitivity distributions of the new aimed leads with high

local radial sensitivity developed with the standard I2-lead system using the

optimization method and SVD. As the regional aimed relative sensitivities of the

optimized leads are higher, the sensitivity distribution of the leads constructed

with SVD is superior; the remaining sensitivity is more evenly distributed over all

the other sections. However, in both lead systems the radial sensitivity of a

particular section is the highest, i.e. the highest radial, axial or circumferential,

sensitivity in any section.

The anterior and posterior radial leads give the poorest performance. The chest

elecfrodes are located mainly on the left side of the thorax and too low to detect

the radial sources in the anterior section, and no electrodes are located at the back

of the thorax. The radial sensitivity in the posterior section cannot be increased as

9l



easily as in the other sections. This indicates the limitations of the l2-lead system.
There should be one electrode at the back of the thorax and one further cranially
and dexter than V l. tn both of these new lead systems the leads have far better
sensitivity properties to differentiate the radial sources than the 12-lead ECG even
with extended leads.

Leads with hieh circumferential sensitiviw

Figure 6.1 I shows the sensitivity distributiön of the leads with a high local
circumferential sensitivity generated with the l2-lead system using the

optimization and SVD methods. Again the leads constructed with SVD have a

Iower aimed sensitivity, but the erroneous sensitivity is more evenly distributed.
This is clearly seen when the sensitivity disnibutions of anterior and lateral

circumferential leads generated by the two methods are compared. The

optimization method has produced septal circumferential leads that have a more

ideal sensitivity distribution than the SVD method afforded. The leads possessing

the best properties are apical, lateral and inferior circumferential leads. The

performance of septal and especially posterior circumferential leads is notably

poor. The I 2-lead ECG cannot be used to detect these deeply located sources. The

circumferential sensitivity is very low in lZ-lead ECG and neither of the methods

has succeeded in constructing a lead with high sensitivity in these sections.

Leads with high local axial sensitivity

The sensitivity distributions of the new aimed leads with high local axial sensiti-

vity developed employing the standard I2-lead system using the optimization

method and SVD ire presented in Figure 6.12. Here the leads generated by both

methods are alike. Major differences can be found in lateral and inferior leads.

As also seen in maximal cross coupling indexes the optimization method has

produced circumferential leads with a more ideal sensitivity distribution than the

SVD. In this case apical, posterior and lateral leads are the best, and septal and

anterior leads have a lower performance.
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Optimized leods
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Leods constructed using SVD
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Error susceptibiliry oJ'the aimed leods

The placing of the elecffodes and the anatomical features of the patient affect the

capability of ECG leads to detect myocardial activation. [n a conventional ECG

the empirical diagnosing methods involve some of these variations. The hybrid
model can be used to test new leads, but the only means of altering the

environment in the hybrid model is to change the electrode locations. This

provides the effects of improperly located electrodes. Also, the results may reflect

the susceptibility of the leads to anatomical variations.

Three sets of improperly located precordial electrodes were used. [n case A the

electrodes were located 1 cm lower and in case B I cm higher than in the

standard l2-lead ECG. In the third case C the electrodes were located 1.5 cm

away from the standard location in some arbitrary direction. The lead vectors of

the l2-lead ECG and the new leads were calculated using these electrode

locations. tn Table 6.6 the regional aimed sensitivities of the aimed leads ile set

out.

ln case C the elecnodes iue far from the correct locations and the reduction in the

regional aimed sensitivity is the largest. Typically, the reduction is not

considerable. However, in some cases, especially in the radial posterior lead, the

reduction is very large. The properties of the leads have not declined as a result

of the small elecffode location errors of cases A and B. The aimed leads are

susceptibile to changes in electrode locations. More precise conclusions, especiaily

those regarding the anatomical effects, require studies with many tailored models

or extensive clinical experience.

6.5 Sensitivity of the leads to indicate myocardial injury sources

As stated in Chapter 4.3, ischemic sources can be modelled using a double layer

model representing the boundary between the ischemic and healthy myocardium.

The FDM model was applied to calcualte body surface potentials generated by a

65mV double layer representing a measured source strength IKldber et al., l97t{;

Janse et al., l9ft0l. The double layer ischemic injury source was located in

anterior, lateral, inferior, posterior, septal an apical section of the endocardiam of
the left ventricle. The ST segment shifts (mm, I mm = 0.1 rnV) of the l2-lead

ECG calculated are presented in Table 6.7. The ST segment shifis of the leads

with maximal radial, circumferential and axial sensitivities, radial regional aimed
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leads constructed using SVD and the opdmized radial, axial and circumferential
regional aimed leads are presented in Table 6.8. Appendix (ix) depicts the
potential distribution on the thorax surface generated by the double layer ischemic
injury sources.

T$r-B 6.6
TUE I-ITCHEST RELATIVE SENSITIVITY IN THE LEFT VENTRICLE oF THE AIMED LEADS
wlrH THE l2-LEel ECG wtrH sTANDARD AND INCoRRECT pRECoRDTAL ELEcTRoDE

LOCATIONS. THE ELECTRODES ARE MOVED I CU,OOWN (CASE A), I CM UP (CASE B).
nNro I.5 CM IN AN ARBITRARY DIREc-TIor.r (Cnse C)

Leads with maximal radial sensitivitv

Aimed lead Ståndard locations Incorrect locations

case A case B case C

Anterior 24.8Vo l7.8%o 22.ZVo t9.5%o

Lateral 28.6Vo 28.0Va ZB.3Vo Z7.3Vo

Inferior 25.3Va 22.4Vo Zl.IVo Z2JVo

Posterior l9.9%o l8.3Vo l7.0%o l0.9Vo

Septal 23.7Vo 22.3Vo Z3.5Vo t9.4To

Apical 38.5Vo 33.3Vo 34.2Vo 29.2Vo

Leads with maximal circumferential sensitivitv

Aimed lead

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Posterior

Septal

Apical

Standard locations

18.8Vo

23.4Vo

26.5Vo

7.4Vo

ll.6Vo

36.9Vo

Incorrect locations

case A case B case C

I6.2Vo l7.4Vo 16.4 Vo

l9.2%o 2l.lVo 20.0 Vo

25.l%o 23.27o 18.9 Vo

6.5Vo 6.7Vo 5.4 Vo

9.4Vo 9.lVo 8.4V0

33.lVo 29.8Vo 25,3Vo

Lbads with maximal axial sensitivitv

Aimed lead

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Posterior

Septal

Apic:rI

Smndard locations Incorrect locations

case A c:ue B case C

l7.7Vo l5.2Vo l7.OVo l5.l Vo

23.1%t 20.7Vo 22.lTo 19.8 %,

22.37o l9.9Vo 2l.0Vo 18.2 Vo

23.7Vo Zl.lVo 20.5% 18.5 %,

22.4%, 2l.g%, 20.2%, t7.g "/t,

52.37,, 39.2%, 44.2%, 36.0%'
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The l2-lead ECG

As can be observed in Table 6.7 , the anterior source generated the largest ST shift
to leads V2 and V3, the lateral source to leads I and aVL, the inferior source to
leads tII and [I, the posterior source to leads V2 and V3, and the apical source to
leads III and aVF. The posterior source generated mostly reciprocal changes, i.e.,
resulting in ST elevation, excepr in leads I, II and avF, where a small ST
depression was observed. All other sources generated a large ST depression in at

least one lead. The lateral source was detected by almost all leads. The high
lateral sensitivity of lirnb lead I is again demonstrated. Leads V4 and V5, graded

the best leads in ischemia detection, indicated ST depression generated by
anterior, lateral, inferior and apical sources.

Leads with murimul radial, circumferential or axial sensitiviry

The values of the leads with optimized maximal radial sensitivity reflect the

sensitivity distribution of the lead. All the other sources except lateral and septal

generated a negative shift (depression). The poor capacity for lateral wall
detection may be due to anatomical differences in the models utilized. Reciprocal
septal detection is due to thc opposite direction of the septal sensitivity. The

sources also generated a large deviation in the axial and especially to

circumferential leads. This was mainly due to the poor quality of the leads,

especially the circumferential lead, i.e., it also has high sensitivity to probe radial
and axial sources.

Regionul uimed leads

A radial double layer source should generate the largest shift in the corresponding
radial lead. This was the gase for all leads except lateral and apical radial.

However, the signals of these leads generated by anterior and apical sources were

high. The optimized leads and leads generated by SVD detected the sources

similuly. Generally, the corresponding souce-generated ST shifts in the leads

constructed with SVD are slightly higher. The poor performance of anterior lateral

lead constructed employing the SVD and the lead with maximal radial sensitivity
rnay indicate that the lateral radial sources of the two models are diverted. The

optimized lateral radial lead detects the lateral double layer source. According to

the hybrid model studies, the optimized lateral radial lead has a higher lateral

tangential sensitivity than the lead constructed with SVD. The direction of the

lateral sensitivity of the optimized lead may facilitate detection of the lateral

double layer source. This is seen in posterior lateral lead as well: the lead has

high lateral sensitivity and a large ST segment depression is observed.
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The signals of the apical radial leads were low. These leads have a highly
concentrated sensitivity. Other sections are not detected and the low signal
generated by the apical source is due to interindividual variations, e.g. model
differences, which are the greatest in the area of the apex.

In the tangential leads, the area of the source and the region of high sensitivity
did not match as in the radial leads. This result obviuos; the double layer source
is radially directed. In the circumferential leads the high sensitivity was generally
in the adjacent section, where the leads have high radial sensitivity. Since the
leads with high axial sensitivity have better aimed sensitivities than the
circumferential leads, they did not detect radial sources.

These results show that the new leads retained their sensitivity properties in the
FDM model, having a different anatomy than that of the hybrid model where the
leads were developed.

Table 6.7
ST orvraloN, (mm, lmm = 0.lmV) oF THE l2-r_gao ECG

GENERATED BY A SUBENDoCARDIAL DoUBLE LAYER SoURCE (65mV)
IN DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE.

Standard l2-lead ECG Anterior Lateral Inferior Posterior Septal

-0.1

0.1

0.2

-1.2

-0.4

0.8

-0.3

-0.2

1.5

0.6

-0.9

Apical

0.2

-2.4

-2.6

-2.4

-2.6

nVR

aVL

aVT

0.0

-0.2

0.1

0.8

-1.0

0.2

1.1

t.4

-2.5

0.2

0.0

-0.2

l.l
t.4

-2.5

-1.0

1,2

-0.2

VI
v2

V3

v4

V5

V6

0.9

-0.2

-0.7

-0.8

-0.9

-0.8

1.1

2.1

l.l
-0.6

-0.9

-0.9

1.3

1.9

1.6

0.7

0.2

-0.2

-2.6 0.9

0.6 2.r

r.4 0.5

1.2 -1.6

1.0 -r.2

0.9 -0.9
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Tnnl.e 6.E

ST uevtnloNs (mm. lmm = 0.1mV) GENERATED BY A suBENDoc-ARDlAL.

DoUBLE LAYER souRcE (65MV) IN DTFFERENT sEc-TIoNS oF THE LEFT VENTRICLE.

OPITT'TZEO LEADS WITH MAXIMAL RADIAL, CIRCUMFERENTIAL OR AXIAL SENSITIVITY,

REGIONAL AIMED RADIAL LEADS GENERATED USING THE SVD METHOD

AND THE OPTIMZED REGIONAL AIMED LEADS

Lead System

axial leads (Optimized)

Radial leads

Circumferential lead

Axial lead

-2.8

2.9

-t.7

0.4 -2.5

-2.5 -0.6

- 1.6 -0.3

-0.7

-1.6

0.7

2.8 -2.5

2.2 0.3

0.9 -0.3

Radial Leads (SVD)

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Posterior

Septal

Apical

Anterior

-2.t

-0.9

-0.2

1.2

0.6

0.1

Lateral

0.4

-0.3

0.1

-1.3

0.6

0.1

Inferior

-0.3

0.9

-2.7

- 1.8

1.3

-0.1

Posterior

-0.1

0.6

-1.2

-1.6

0.9

0.0

Septal

1.6

0.6

2.r

1.9

-3.1

0.0

Apical

-0.2

0.3

-2.2

-0.7

0.8

-0.3

Radial Leads lOptimized)

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Posterior

Septal

Apical

Anterior Lateral

-t.8 0.6

-0.2 -0.7

0.0 0.4

1.3 -1.5

0.3 0.8

0.1 0.0

Inferior Posterior Septal

0.9

0.9

1.2

1.0

-2.9

0.0

Apical

0.0

0.5

-2.4

-0.7

1.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

-0.8

-l,.4

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.1

-2.2

0._5

0.8

-0.2

Axial Leads (Optimized)

Anterior

Lateral

Inferior

Posterior

Septal

Apical

Anterior Lateral

-t._t -0.7

-t.4 0.6

-2.3 0.3

0.7 -0.9

-0.4 -0.5

0.1 -0.1

Inferior Posterior

0.3

0.4

-0.-1

0.1

-0.2

0.2

0.9

l.l
0.5

0.2

0.4

0.0

Septal

-0.1

0.1

1.3

-1.0

-0.7

-0.1

Apical

-0.1

-0.5

-0.4

0.2

-0.3

0.2

Circumferential Leads (Optim.) Anterior

Anterior -0.2

Lateral 0.4

Inferior 1.6

Posterior 2.6

Septal 1.2

Apical 0.2

Inferior Posterior Septal ApicalLateral

-0.8

-0.r

-0.5

-3.3

0.1

-0.6

0.0

0.7

-0.1

2.7

-4.7

0.7

-0.2 2.1 -0.3

0.7 -0.7 -0.-l

-(,.2 -0.3 -0.I

-t.6 0.8 4.4

-2.7 J.5 -3.4

-0.2 0.0 t.]
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7. STT-JDY WITH CLINICAL MATERIAL

7.1 Introduction

The material available for testing the clinical validity of the regional aimed leads

consisted of exercise ECG parameters recorded during a routine exercise ECG test.

The reference method selected to prove the presence of ischemic heart disease was

coronary angiography. Since the theoretical background of ischemic sources and

detection of these soruces. discussed in Chapter 3, are based mainly on exercise

induced ST-segment deviation, the standard clinical classifier, ST-level at the

terminal stage of exercise, was employed in the analysis. Hereafter the ST segment

mentioned means that measured at the terminal staee of exercise. unless otherwise
stated.

For testing the ability of regional aimed leads to detect ischemia or other heart

diseases a clinical data base is needed. In addition to the ECG parameters, the

database should include the status of the patient determined by an independent

examination, such as coronary angiography. Since the leads were developed to

detect local soruces, information regarding the location of the disease should also

be available. Coronary angiography localizes the obstructed artery as the Tc-99m

sestamibi (MIBI) myocardial imaging detects the section of myocardium with
perfusion defect. Anatomical interindividual vanability such as collateral vessels

and the dominance of the coronary circulation reduce the correlation between the

stenosis located by coronary angiography and the site of ischemia. Furthermore,

the level of intra- and interindividual variability in reading the angiography images

is high and more than one specialist is essential for reliable diagnosis fDetre et al.,

197 5: DeRouen, Murray and Owe n , 1977). The material available here did not

provide a reliable localization of ischemia; only the presence of ischemia could be

analyzed. Thus the capability of the regional aimed leads to detect local ischemic

sources could be only tested superficially, reducing the value of the validanon. The
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chapters 7.2 and 7.3 include a description of the available clinical material and the

results, respectively. The lead systems were tested employing the following
schemes:

- Correlation was determined in the clinical data between the different derived
VECG lead systems developed and reported in the literature. These lead

systems, consffucted to simulate Frank VECG leads, should give similar results.

The lead systems reported in the literature are derived using various methods,

including clinical data. The objective of thjs study was to test the integrity of
the model data.

- Due to lack of information on precise location, properties of the regional

aimed leads cannot be validated. For this reason, the capability of the 12-lead

ECG and the regional aimed ECG leads to detect ischemia was studied by

grouping the leads into lead systems and obtaining the maximal ST depression

(maxST depression) from each system. An ST value below the baseline of ECG

was considered ST depression; thus general direction of the R-wave was not

utilized in determination of the direction of the ST deviation. Five lead systems

with six leads in each were formed, namely; the chest leads of the l2-lead
ECG, limb leads of the l2-lead ECG, radial, axial and circumferential regional

aimed leads. In addition, the l2-lead ECG and the combined regional aimed

lead system with 18 leads were employed

- Leads with maximal radial, axial and circumferential sensitivity were so

consffucted as to have similar sensitivity throughout the left venfficle. Thus

they are not capable of pinpointing the site of the source. The properties of
these leads to detect ischemia mav demonsfrate the nature of ischemic sources

and their detection.

The ability of the leads to detect ischemia was studied by calculating the mean and

the standard deviation of terminal ST segment values as the index of dispersion.

A criterion of I mm ST depression is used in clinical ECG diagnosis for assessing

myocardial ischemia. This criterion has been developed and validated for the 12-

lead ECG. Since the partition value affects the sensitivity and specificity of the

test, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) cuwes were determined to analyze

test accuracy. The ROC analysis provides a convenient method for comparing two

different classifiers, since the area below this curve represents the probability that

a random pair of normal and abnormal cases will be correctly ranked as to their

disease states using the classifier in question [Hanley and McNeil, 19821. This

method is considered to be independent of the disease prevalence in the

population. However, this is not entirely valid for diseases detection of which

depends on the severiry of the disease [Metz, 1978]. This is the case when the ST

segment is utilized in assessing myocardial ischemia. This ECG parameter depends

on viuious factors like the geometry of the ischemic region and severity of the
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perfusion defect, as discussed in Chapter 3. Thus, the statistical significance of the
difference between ROC areas obtained bv two methods should be estimated.

The statistical significance here depends on the standard error (SE) for estimated
areas below ROC curyes, the areas (A, and A,), and the difference between the
areas (4,- A:) [Hanley and McNeil, 19821. For ROC curves derived from the same
cases, as in this study, the statistical significance is dependent upon the correlation
of the tests in a normal group r" and an abnormal group ro. From the average

correlation [(rr+ re)12) and an average ROC ärea of the two tests the correlation
(r") between the ROC areas can be estimated [Hanley and McNeil, 1983]. As
discussed in Chapter 3. the detection of an injury source depends on the location
of the source and the sensitivity disnibution of the ECG lead employed. This
means that the clinical material does not behave similarly for all the ECG leads.

The correlation coefficient, noted above. takes this variabiliw in detection methods
into account.

A critical ratio z. defined as

Ar- A,
(7.1)

gives an estimate whether the difference in the areas below two ROC curves

derived from the same set of cases is random or statistically significant [Hanley
and McNeil, 19831. The value of z is referred to the tables of the normal
disribution, i.e.,. z > 1.96 indicates that the difference is statistically significant
(p < 0.05). An analogous statistical approach has been used in a study of different
ECG classifiers for the identification of coronary artery disease [Okin and

Kligfield, l994al.

The value of the standard error can be estimated based on figures and tables
presented in the literature employing the number of abnormal cases [Hanley and

McNeil, 19821. Here this produced a conservative estimate of 3Vo. T\e statistical
significance of each difference obtained employing Equation (7.1) is indicated in
text when the ROC areas are compared.

- 2r SE TSE.,
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7.2 Clinical material

Material comprising 1507 routinely exercise-tested cases was gathered in Tampere

University Hospital during 1990-1991. The röcorded representative complexes at

peak of exercise and analyzed ECG parameters, recorded by Mason-Likar

modification of 12-lead ECG [Mason and Likar, 1966]. were collected into a

database for further analysis. Patients with LBBB or RBBB were excluded from

the material.

To test detection of the presence of coronary artery disease two groups consisting

of normal and abnormal cases were formed.

The group 1, abnormal group, consisted of 160 patients with coronary

angiography-proven CAD, i.e., significant (>50Va) coronary artery stenosis in at

least one major coronary artery. The diagnosis was based on doctor's opinion

formed in routine angiography analysis. The group comprised 125 men and 35

women with mean age 55 years ranging from 3l to 70 (Table 7.1). According to

the patient history 7l had had a myocardial infarction. Recent (< 8 weeks)

myocardial infarctions were observed in 30 patients, and 4l cases had an old

myocardial infarction. A total of 133 cases used B- adrenergic blocking agents,54

used calcium antagonists and 41 both, 115 patients had taken a nitrate preparation

on the day of rhe exercise and four were taking digitalis. No more than six months

was allowed between the exercise test and the angiography without intermediate

coronary angioplasty or bypass surgery operations.

The group 2, reference group with low likelihood of coronary artery disease,

comprised subjects without a history of cardiac disease, anginal chest pain, cardiac

medication, and with normal resting ECG (186 cases) (Table 7.1). This group

consisted of 100 men and 86 women with ages 9 to75 (mean 47). These exercise-

tested patients could be considered to have a low prevalence of heart disease (p

< 0.05) [Diamond and Forrester, 1979). This group was significantly different

from group I also with respect to age and sex (p < 0'001).

All subjects were tested on a bicycle ergometer. The protocol followed normal

clinical routine. The initial work load and increment after each 4 minutes was

50W and 40W for men and women, respectively. The tests were sign- or

symptom-limited maximal tests using recommended criteria for termination

IArstila, Kallio and Seppänen, l9ft4l. ]he recordings were made with a
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corunercial digital ECG recorder SYSTEM II EXES (Siemens-Elema, Solna.
Sweden).

Mainly the same material was used in a study of various exercise ECG classifiers
[Lehtinen et al., 1994).

T,lgI_B 7.1
CUNTcRL MATERIAL. GROUP CHARAc]TERISTICS

(iroup 1: (iroup 2:

Coronaryangiography- Ref'erencegroup
proven coronary artery (n= 186)
disease (n = 160)

Age (years)

Sex (malefemale)

MI (total, recent. old)

Anginal chest pain

Medication:
- p- adrenergic blocking agenr
- Calcium antagonist
- Nirate preparation on the day of exercise
- Digitalis

ss (sD 8)

125n5

7t.30.41

48 (SD ll)
10046

0

0

133

54

ll5
A
I

0

0

0

0

7.3 Clinical results

7.3.1 VECG leads

Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show a correlation coefficient matrix of ST segment
values of various derived Frank VECG X-, Y- and Z-leads, respectively. The lead
system with maximal orthogonal sensitivity is labeled Optim and the lead system
that is optimized to simulate the Frank system is labeled OpF, a lead sysrem
constructed by Edenbrandt and Pahlm is labeled E&P [Edenbradr and Pahlm,
19881, a system derived by Uijen et al. is labeled Uijen [Uijen, van Oosterom and
van Dam, lgutil and the group of van Bemmel is labeled vanB [Macfarlane.
l9fJ9l.

Generally the correlation coefficients of the corresponding leads were good, except
that the Optim lead system X-lead had a low correlation with other X-leads (Table
7.2). As shown by model studiesdiscussed in Chapter6.4.l, the Frank X-lead was
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least orthogonal of the Frank leads, having 637o of its sensitivity parallel to the X-

axis compared to the Optim X-lead which had 83Vo of its sensitivity parallel to the

X-axis. The derived X-leads and Optim X-lead shoved low correlation both in the

sensitivity data derived from the hybrid model and in the clinical data. The

correlation coefficients of the optimized derived OpF leads and other derived leads

were good and comparable. The low orthogonality of the derived Frank X-leads

was manifested in a higtr correlation between derived X-leads and Y-leads.

T AntE,7.2
CoRRELITIoN COEFFICIENTS oF ST vnLUPS OF OPTIMZED LEADS MAXIMAL ORTHOGONAL

SENSITIVITY (OTNV) AND VARIOUS DERIVED FNANT X-NNOS;

oprrMZED DERIVED FneNr LEADs (Or9, LEAD sYSTEMS oF EpgNsRANor AND Pnulu
(E&P) . UIIPN ET AL. (UUPN) AND THE GROUP OF VAN BEMT'IEL (VENB)

X-leads

Optim opF E&B Uijen vanB

Optim X

Optim Y

Optim Z

'.'..*$u...*,..
.....ft;s.l.y,..,

''...l.run...e....
E&B X

E&B Y

E&B Z

,,,uljto..,x

,lur *,.,.*.

.,,,.qen.,i,

vanB X

vanB Y

vurB Z

I

0.236

0.526

...$:ffie.
: 

| 
: 

: 
: 

: 
: : 

. 

: : : 
I 

I 
: 

: 
: : : 

: : : 
: :

rr:oiåso,

...UX*s.

0s72

0.187

0.s68
::::|::)|:: )::

....o'6n3.

.,.0r2.ls

.,.r0;.t.*o

0.436

0.2r2

0.536

0.E95

0.731

0.046

:r0;85a
: 

: 

: 
: 

: 
: 

: 

i 
: 

: 
: 

: 
: 

: 
: 

: 
: 

: 
: : : 

I 
: l

;.ui?5$

,.0;.1.46

0.9r5

0.714

0.034

'r:::::r:::::
:]:' ]:] :: ':

0.-s 18

0.146

Si9Etl
::r t:' ttt::::

,O;559
': :::::::..j

,$;i40

0.968

0.494

0.148

.,.,.:.:l:l .,,:

O'''s{9,

s,252

0.916

0.366

0.296

I

0.661

0.100

.l.l....,l'...:'f.l.:.l...:.

: : : 
: 

I 
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: 
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: 
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: 
: : : 
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: 
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*All the Y-leads gave very comparable results (Table 7.3). The results of the Z-
lead constructed by Uijen were different from those of the other leads (Table 7.4).

This outcome is consistent with sensitivity information; in Chapter 6.4.1 this lead

was estimated to have the least resemblance to the original Frank lead.

The results above support the model studies presented in Chapter 6. This indicates

that the lead vectors obtained from the Rush model include valid information for
the purpose of the detection of myocardial sources.

T.mr,B 7.3
CoRReunoN coEFFrcrENTS oF ST vuups oF opTIMZED LEADS wITH

MAxTMAL oRTHocoNAL sENsrrrvrrv (Oplu) AND vARIous DERIvED FRnNx Y-r-Enos;
oITIMZED DERTvED FRaNx LEADS (OpF), LEAD sysrEMS oF EogNgRq,Ntr AND Paulu ,

UIISN ET AL. ruUEN) AND THE GRoUP oF vAN BEmaEI- (vnNB)

Y-leads

lead Optim opF E&B Uijen vanB

Optim X

Optim Y I

Optll:n Z 0.369

E&B Y 0.972 0.968

E&B Z

.u'j*ni.=*
uiitn..,x.

iuiien,|]z,

vanB X

vanB Y

vutB Z

0.488 0.469
j:: .:, ::j .:.:.1:;:.:t:.:.:jr;:,:.:;:,:;:,:,:,:.:1:r,:.::: 

..,:. .r ..

.g*04,...,.,...'i..,....i....:.'... j.:.,l....rl,igr4äS

I

0.542

i....$iS95.

..0.976
::::::::::t:t:t:t:t:::::t:

..o.stb

0.&4

0.971

0.521

':t::::: t: ::::: i r': t: I

i.o'u*t. 
'iii 

ii 

'i..ii.l'l.

'.0.$n8'..'..............

n Äot

0.965

0.492

0.679

0.999

0.613

CI;f09

0.7r7

0.975

0.595

I

0.641

...'lll.l.uput
l.,..,...t...OlI$*.

.','.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,I
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TnnlB 7.4
CIxRELITIoN CoEFFICIENTS oF ST VnIUES oF OMIMIZEI) LEADS WITH

MAxtMAL oRTH(x';oNAl- SENSITIVITY (OpnM) AND vARtoLts DERIVED FReNr Z-LERns;

oPTIMIZEI) I)ERIvED FRANK LEADS (OPF). LEAD SYSTEMS OF EDENBRANDT ANI) PAHLM

(E&P) . UUEN ET AL. (UIJEN) AND THE GROUP OF VAN BEMIVIEL (VANB)

Z-leads

Iead Optim OpF E&B Uijen vanB

Optim X

Optim Y

Optim Z I

0pF'Y ,, ,, , 0i3*3 : : ::::: : :::: :::: : ',: ,'

E&B X 0.217 0.075

E&B Y 0.475 0.665

E&B Z 0.926 0.958 I

vanB X 0.020 0.311 0.095 0.031

vanB Y 0.503 0.689 0.573 0.162

vanB Z 0.966 0.94 0.963 0.705 I

7.3.2 Leads with maximal radial, axial and circumferential sensitivity

The leads with maximal radial, axial and circumferential sensitivity should

measure the radial, axial and circumferential components of the myocardial electric

sources analogously throughout the left vennicle. ln Chapter 6 the sensitivity
properties of the circumferential lead were observed to be insufficient, whereas the

radial and axial leads had high radial or axial sensitivity, respectively. Table 7.5

indicates the mean ST value, standard deviation, p-value of Student's t-test and

ROC area of the radial, axial and circumferential leads.
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All these leads proved efficiently able to differentiate the two patient groups. The
radial lead observed larger ST deviation in ischemic patients than the tangential
leads. This is not due to differences in mean sensitivities, since all these leads
rvere adjusted to have the same sensitivity, as explained in Chapter 5. However,
the standard deviation of the ST values in both groups was high, thus reducing the

performance of the radial lead. An interesting outcome is that the mean ST
cleviation in Group I of the radial lead was positive. [n other words the radial lead

appears to detect ST elevation rather than ST depression as an indication of
ischemia. According to ROC areas the lead with high axial sensitivity detected
ischemia better than the radial or circumferential leads (p . 0.01). The radial lead

had a slightly larger ROC area than the circumferential lead, but the difference
was not significant (p > 0.05).

T,rgLB 7.5
MCaN AND STANDARD DEVIATIoN (SD) op ST SEGMENT (60 us) IN THE ISCHEMIC

((;RoUP I) nNU NoNISCHEMIC (GRoUP 2) cnouls, P-vALUES oF THE STUDENT T-TEST ANT)

ROC nNgns oF THE RADIAL. AXIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL LEAI)S

Lead Group (ischemia) Mean ST SD p-value ROC area

I (Yes)

2 (No)

3.8

-l.l 5.1 <0.00fi) 0.754

Axial
I (Yes)

2 (No)

-1.4

2.0

2.7

3.0 <0.uxn 0.810

Circumferential
I (Yes)

2 (No) <0.00(x) t).723

7.3.3 Regional aimed ECG hads

Figure 7.1 depicts the ROC areas of ST deviation in ischemia diagnosis for the

regional aimed leads and for the leads of the l2-lead ECG. The direction of ST

deviation indicating ischemia is also presented. Limb lead I gave the best

performance of all leads. This difference is statistically significant (p <0.05),

except when compared to leads V5, V6, which also had large ROC areas. The

results in Figure 7.1 may reflect the distribution of ischemia location in the study

population. Antero-lateral ischemia is common, increasing the performance of
anterior and lateral radial leads and lead I. Conesponding tangential leads did not

show better properties than other tangential leads. In conffast, the posterior

circumferential lead gave the best performance of the tangential leads. but the

difference between anterior and apical tangential leads and axial inferior leads.

with good performance, is not statistically significant.

-0.7

1.3

1.4
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Altogether, the regional aimed leads should probe all the areas and all the sources
in the left ventricle. Since a maxST depression detected should indicate the
ischemic source, the ECG leads were grouped into seven lead system as explained
above. In Table 7.6 sets out the mean and standard deviations of the maxST
depression detected by radial, axial, circumferential, limb, precordial, l2-lead and

I tJ lead regional aimed lead systems. The statistical significance of these value s

was tested using t-test. The ROC area of these leads using the classifier are also
provided.

The limb leads and especially radial leads gave the poorest performance when
maxST depression was used as classifier. The precordial leads yield the best

performance, i.e. clearly the largest ROC area (p < 0.0001). When the maxST
depression is determined, those leads which indicate the average ischemia as ST

elevation do not lend their diagnostic power to the diagnosis. Precordial leads have

their lead vector roughly the same direction, indicating ST depression. Also axial
leads were developed to have a similar sensitivity pattern. Radial leads were
directed in various directions and when this classifier is used their performance is

greatly reduced due to reciprocal ST changes. MaxST depression of the radial
leads were also determined by inverting those radial leads which shoved better
performance in detecting maxST elevation than depression (anterior, lateral,
inferior and apical leads). These values are in brackets. With this set of inverted
radial leads the performance was vastly improved; ST depressions in the abnormal
group were larger having lower standard deviation and the ROC iuea was

increased (p < 0.0001). Differences between the ROC areas of inverted radial and

precordial, as well as inverted radial and lZ-lead ECG were not significant.

lncreasing the number of leads does not necessarily improve the performance of
a lead system, as seen in the last two rows of Table 7.6. ROC areas of maxST
depression obtained from the 12-lead ECG were smaller than those obtained with
precordial leads (p < 0.0001) The maxST depression determined from all the
regional aimed leads could not be judged a better classifier than that obtained from
axial or circumferential leads (p > 0.05). However, the inverted radial leads gave

a significantly larger ROC area than the combined regional aimed leads (p <
0.0001).
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T.rglg 7.6
MAXIMAL ST SECUENT DEPRESSION DETEcTED BY RADIAL. AXIAL. cIRcUMFERENTIAL. LIMB.
PRECORDIAL, l2-l-Eno lNo 18 LEAD REctoNAL AIMED LEAD sysrEus. MrnN AND sTANDARD

DEVIATIoN (SD) oT THE CLASSInER (60 us) IN ISCHEMIC (GROUP I) nNo NONISCHEMIC (GROUP

2) CNOUIS, P-VALUES OF THE STUDENT T-TEST nrqo ROC AREAs. MAXIMAL ST oepnessloNs oF
rUT R,IOIEL LEADS DETERMINED BY INvERTING THoSE RADIAL LEADS GIvING A BETTER

PERFORMANCE IN DETECIING MAXIMAL ST TMVAION ARE IN BMCKETS.

Lead system Group Mean sr p-value RoC area
(ischemia)

RadiaI
I (no) -Z.L (-z.g\ 2.8 (4.1) 0.2524 0.s26

2 (yes) -2.0 (-1.3) 3.3 (1.7) (0'0000) (0.741)

I (no) -3.2 5.9

2 (yes) -2.2 5.5
0.0000 0.654Axial

Circumferential
I (no) -2.3 3.7

2 (yes) -1.8 3.1
0.0063 0.593

Limb
I (no) -0.7 0.2

2 (yes) -0.6 0.2
0.0938 0.540

hecordial
t (no)

2 (yes)

-0.9 1.0

0.5 1.5
0.0000 0.781

Regional aimed
I (no) -1.2 1.4

2 (yes) -0.1 0.7
0.0000 0.616

12-lead
I (no) -1.3 l.l

2 (yes) -0.7 0.3
0.m00 0.681
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l2-leod ECG
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0.6
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Figure 7.1 Terminal ST level
obtained from the leads of the
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It. DISCUSSION

8.1 Thorax models

The construction of the aimed ECG leads was based on an accurate physical

rhorax model devised by Stanley Rush [Rush, 1971b, 1975]. The properties of the

new leads developed depend on the accuracy of this model. The model is based

mainly on anatomical reference, which is precise and reliable, but derived from

cadavers. Shape of the thorax and the organs are not necessarily exact. Thus for

example the heart is situated more cranially than in the models of Mailloux and

Gulrajani [Mailloux et al., 1980; Mailloux and Gulrajani, 1982: Gulrajani and

Mailloux, 19831 or Horacdk [Hordcek, 1971].

Another model based on the finite difference method was employed to evaluate

some of the results obtained from the homogeneous Rush model and to test the

new aimed leads with a difterent anatomy and source model. tn Table fl.l the

properties of the two thorax models are listed. The table also includes properties.

which neither of these models possesses, but which have been observed to have

a marked influence on the results.

Both models have in fact most of these features. Here as in most other models

lack of anisonopy in the heart muscle may be the most important deficiency. The

effects of anisotropy have been approximated and the results support, on a

qualitative basis, the hypothesis of partial cancellation of myoctudial anisotropy

and intravenfficular blood mass effect on surface potentials [Gulrajani and

Lorange, l98til. [n a spherical model study the effect is observed to be from4Vo

to l4fta when anisotropy varies between 1.5:l to 3:1, respectively lSchmidt and

Pitkington, l99l l. Modelling anisotropy by uniform high tangential and low radial

myocardial conductivity does not alter the basic scheme of the aimed leads. The
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radial sensitivity decreases, but the distribution of the radial or tangential

components remains unchanged. However, myocardial anisotropy with layers of
interlacing fibers is complex and anisotropy and the complex influence of the

Brody etfect do not compensate each other.

Tnsr-B 8.1
PROPERTIES oF THE HUMAN THORAX EXERTINC; A MARKED INFLUENCE ON THE

ELECTRIC RELD OF THE HEART. X - EvpT-ovEO . (X) -NOT EMPLOYED BUT

CAN BE IMPLEMENTED'IN THE MODEL

Property lnhomoseneous Rush model FDM model

realistic thorax boundary

lungs

stemum

ribs

spine

heart muscle

anisotropy of the heart muscle

skeletal muscle

anisotropy of tlre skeletal muscle

subcutaneous fat

intracardial blood masses

aortå

lat layer around heart

tailorable structure

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(x)

X

X

(x)

(x)

(x)

(x)

X

X

(x)

(x)

There have been some inverse problem studies where the need for individual rnod-

els has been shown [Walker and Kilpaffick, 1987; van Oosterom and Huiskamp.

19891. .Thus the rigidity of the model anatomy is another anatomical deficiency.

Notably the location and the orientation of the heart should be considered. Even

small changes in the heart position (0.5 cm) are of importance, though the changes

in calculated forward ECG remain within the range of the observed standard

deviation for large populations of normals [Huiskamp and van Oosterom, 19921.

However, in the present study the fust approach was to consffuct a lead system

for the average patient. With these leads the concepts of aimed ECG can be tested.

The FDM model is tailorable, and all the important inhomogeneities as well as

anisotropy can be included in it. These features were not used in the present work.

but in future studies more features should be modelled. Anisotropy of the heart

muscle and the fat layer around the heart may be the two most important features

that should be incorporated. Also, the tailored anatomy can be used to detect the

most important anatomical changes due to physiological functioning of the organs

X

X

X

X

X
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and interpatient variation. For ischemia studies in particular the change in size of
the intracardial blood masses during the heart's function should be studied. The

properties of the leads alter during the heart beat [Szathmary, 1993], but the

question remains whether the difference is so considerable that we should

consffuct a special set of leads for the ST segment and QRS. The importance of
the Brody effect [van Oosterom and Plonsey, 1991; Hyttinen, Malmivuo and

Walker, 19931 indicates that this may have to be done.

In spite of the above criticism, the anatofnical accuracy of both models is

comparable to that of most thorax models used in ECG research. The numerical

errors in the FDM model are in the order of 4-5Vo on the surface of a spherical

model [Walker, 1985]. These errors are due to discretization, and with the denser

grid used here, they can be lowered [Laarne et al., 1994]. Also the Rush model is

divided into small elements, i.e., plexiglass rods, creating discretization errors, and

the original data contain measurement errors. Spline fitting reduces these elrors,

but it also gives rise to others. All in all, compared to the maximum sensitivity

value of each dipole the fitting errors are less than 17o. Rush approximated that

the total error of his data is on an absolute basis I47o comprising anatomical

factors, discretization, model consftuction and measurement [Rush, 1971b].

Both models produce similar results, also agreeing with the lead sensitivity model

studies described in the literature. The clinical material available was employed

to ensure the validity of the sensitivity data obtained from the hybrid model. Data

from various models can be more or less directly compared and the results

obtained from the FDM and hybrid models showed good conelation. Validation

of the thorax model using clinical material is far more complicated and seldom

undertaken. For this purpose derived Frank VECG leads were optimized. VECG

leads have a homogeneous lead field and are not as prone to interindividual
variations as the regional aimed leads with regionally concenftated and aimed

sensitivity. Thus definite validation of local sensitivity information based on the

results of the VECG lead study can be reached. However, the high correlation

between various derived VECG lead systems in clinical data and the comparison

of the clinical results to those derived from the hvbrid model demonstrate the

validitv of the sensitivitv data.
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8.2 The models of the ischemic injury source

The sensitivity data obtained from the hybrid model are represented in a

radial/tangential format. As discussed in Chapters 3.4 and 5.3, the radial sources

ue physiologically substantial and have been used in many model studies. A high

radial sensitivity is an obvious choice also for the detection of ischemic injury

sources and the radial/tangential sensitivity distribution appears to provide a tool

for comparing the calculated or measured sensitivity to the clinical findings.

Another question is how the ischemic sources should be modelled. Is the double

layer injury source generated by the potential difference at the boundary between

the healthy and the ischemic myocardium an accurate representation of the

sources'l tn Chapter 3.4.2 the nature of the source is discussed and the above

clefinition of ischemic sources arising during the ST segment was adopted. This

generally accepted source model is based on contiguity of homogeneous ischemic

and healthy sections of myocardial cells. [s this a valid model of the source or

should a volume source model as suggested by Smith be utilized [Smith et al.,

19831, and furthermore, should the model of the source comprise the details of the

muscle or cell structure, i.e. anisotropy, junctional points etc'l The double layer

rnoclel may be a valid presentation of the sources arising during ST segment. It

depicts the geometric properties of the source. Prior knowledge of the ischemic

volume and stage, which is needed in the polarized volume model, is not so

crucial. A more detailed model would indeed increase the accuracy, but our

knowledge of the changes in the myocardial syncytium in ischemia and in various

other srages is limited and the complex changes during activation can be realized

only by cell level simulation.

The double layer approach is quite simple to realize with the FDM model by two

layers of nodes modelling the ischemic border zone. In the hybnd model each

clipole represents the equivalent source of the particular myocardial section and

each anatomical section contains one, two or three sources, which may be

insufficient to express the sensitivity of the whole section. The mean sensitivity

obtained from the entire section may differ from that measured at one location.

e.g., due to the Brody effect the endoczrdial and epicardial sensitivities of the

leacls are different, the endocardium being markedly more sensitive [Hyttinen,
Malmivuo and Walker, 19931, and local variations in the sensitivities eue large

[van Oosterom and Plonsey, 1991]. The double layer type model may represent

the ischemic injury sources more accurately than the few scattered dipoles of the

Rush model. However, the ST deviations derived from the FDM model double
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layer simulation were cornparable to sensitivity distributions obtained from the

hybrid model. The simulated ST segments of the 12-lead ECC may provide a tool
to improve the analysis of the measured ST segments; both ST elevation and

depression and the distribution of the ST deviation of the leads of the l?-lead
ECG should be considered [Hyttinen, Malmivuo and Walker, 1994]. The utilized
endocardial double layer represents a very probable ischemic soruce configuration,
but only radial sources are realized. Other source configurations should be taken

into account as well when aimed leads are constructed.

Reciprocal calculation of the sensitivities provides data from the whole volume

conductor in a single energization of the model. With the FDM model, used here

to obtain the double layer generated fields, the sensitivity can be calculated in

almost 3000 locations of the heart [Hyttinen, Malmivuo and Walker, 1993]. With
this type of sensitivity data, all source configurations can be tested and extensive

simulation accomplished with models of the activation of the heart. However, the

best direction and configuration of the injury sources can be found only by

combining optimization of the aimed leads using model studies, and synthesizing

new sensitive leads usine a considerable bodv of clinical data.

8.3 Aimed ECG leads

Target of the leads

The purpose of the aimed ECG leads is above all to measure a specific myocardial

source. In the present work the theme was further focused and the leads were

optimized to measrue a speciTic area and specific disease-generated injury sources.

Our leads are aimed leads, but because they have an exact target, the term targeted

leads would perhaps be more appropriate. The signals from the leads should

directly indicate ischemic heart disease, i.e., provide the solution to the inverse

problem using specific leads for each of the sources. [t can be considered that the

solution is regularized in reducing noise by spatial aiming of the sensitivity. [n the

general case the problem will not be much different from any solution of an

inverse problem. However, the physiological behavior of the ischemic injury

source, localized in spatial and time domain, reduces the complexity of the

problem. The physiological regularization is considered in both the spatial

(direction and location of the source) and the time domain (ST segment), so a

general solution of the inverse problem is not considered.
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Information content of the ECG leads

ln our approach the signals of the l2-lead ECG are used to obtain the signals of
the new leads. As in any other signal processing procedure, no new information

is created. The new leads should indicate only the injury source while other

sources, i.e. noise, are reduced. In the construction of the aimed leads three kinds

of problem arise: are the models of the thorax and the sources accurate, does the

I2-lead ECG contain sufficient information from all sources, and can we

effectively reduce the noise, i.e., can we concentrate and aim the sensitivities

effectively.

The fust problem was dealt with in the previous section. The second question is

important only if we use exclusively the l}-Iead ECG. As discussed in Chapters

5.3 and 5.4, the l2-lead ECG does not contain all information on the body surface.

With a more ideally located and relatively small number electrodes most

information can be obtained [Ban, Spach and Herman-Giddens, 1971; Kornreich,

1973: Lux et al., 1978, 1979; Kornreich et al., 1985, 1986; Kozmann, Lux and

Green, 1988; Uijen and van Oosterom, 19931. According to Furukawa et al., the

l}-lead ECG comprises 837o of the body surface information [Furukawa,

Hirayanaki and Tanaka, 19851, providing a good platform to form new leads with

improved spatial resolution On the other hand, obtaining the clinical material with

a new set of leads would have been very difficult and retaining the clinical routine

and changing only the signal processing is an important goal in. itself.

Nevertheless, the benefit of using more effective leads could be significant.

Leads V5R and V9 have ideal locations for the detection of a septal and posterior

radial source, respectively. When these leads were used in construction instead of

leads V3 and V5, the capabilities of the posterior and septal leads were

significantly improved (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). On the other hand, the new leads

with high septal and posterior radial sensitivity consffucted using the standard 12-

lead ECG detected the sources with considerably increased sensitivity compared

to V5R and V9. These results indicate that the ideally located electrodes do not

alone provide the sensitivity to detect local sources. With the optimum elecftode

locations, consffuction of the aimed leads is simplified and aimed or targeted

leads with improved properties can be constructed. However, in some cases the

use of V5R and V9 instead of V3 and V5 produced lower relative sensitivities.

This indicates that also the number of independent measurements should be

increased to procure an overall better aimed lead system.

In this respecr the combination of MCG and ECG should also be c:onsidered. The

cliagnostic power of the methods combined is superior to that of either alone [Oja.

1993], indicating that the measurement systems convey independent information.

Since an MCG lead can be considered to have more independent information than
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an extra ECG lead can provide, an electromagnetic lead system combining MCG

and the l2-lead ECG may produce a far more ideal aimed lead system than the

12-lead ECG with some extra leads can provide. This is demonstrated by the low
performance of the circumterential tangential lead. i.e., a lead that should have a

sensitivity distribution similar to that of an MCG lead. This is a question calling

for further study.

Identificution of the injury sources

It is quite evident that the sensitivity of an ECG lead cannot be concentrated for

a minute section of the heart. However, a sufficient number of sources have to be

used in order to localize ischemia. Furthermore, a lead with a homogeneous lead

field oriented in more or less one direction can quite easily be constructed, e.g.,

VECG leads or lead with maximal axial sensitivity. Also, the sensitivity of a lead

can be directed and concentrated, as demonsFated in the construction of the

regional aimed leads. On the other hand, leads with complex lead field throughout

the heart are difficult to produce, €.8., leads with high overall radial or

circumferential sensitivity. This indicates that it may not be possible to construct

one lead which would detect all local ischemic sources. The problem is how many

leads are needed and how many sources can be identified.

As shown in this work, a lead system to detect every fifteen sources of the Rush

model was quite impossible to consruct. A large number of equivalent dipole

sources of the myocardial activation sequence cannot be solved uniquely nor even

cletected selectively. One equivalent dipole source is identified by the VECG leads,

i.e., the VECG lead systems are a special set of leads aimed for the direct inverse

solution. An equivalent source indicating the site of the onset of activation in the

WPW syndrome is obtained by solving the site of a moving dipole [Gulrajani et

al., 19841 and similarly, the site of external pacing of the heart can be located

ISalu, Bischof and Pandian, 1982]. In every case the solution is restricted and the

only sources arise predominantly at the onset or stimulation site, which simplifies

the solution. Whether the magnitude of the source is fixed, or not, three or six

components are solved, respectively. Can we obtain more than three or six

parameters of the equivalent source and do the parameters contain direct and

physiologically meaningful clinical information'?

A theoretical study of aimed leads using radial dipoles, multipole expansion and

a spherical model volume conductor has been carried out by Geselowitz and

Arthur [Geselowitz and Arthur, 197ll. They concluded that with considerable

overlap (50Va) eight different myocardial sources are distinguishable if radial

dipolar sources are considered. Their study may provide the theoretical limit to

clifferentiate the dipolar sources; less than eight sotuce areas should be employed.

On the other hand, low number of source areas increase the size of the source
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areas and the complexity of the lead field required to detect the sources. This is
indicated by the low performance of the leads with maximal radial and

circumferential sensitivity.

The left ventricular sources of the Rush model were divided and pautly grouped

into larger anatomical sections providing six anatomical source areas for aiming
the sensitivity of the leads, this constituting a compromise between the anatomical
accuracy and the number of sources. These six sections of the left ventricle have

either six or eighteen pilameters depending on the type of sources involved. By

restricting the solution to only radial sources, either dipoles or double layers, will
define the six parameters. [n the original article on the aimed leads Fischmann and

Barber attempted to construct leads to solve six radial components IFischmann and

Barber, 1963]. They did notconsider other orthogonal, i.e. tangential, sources. As

noted in Chapter 6, leads to detect exclusively these sources, or the inverse

solution of the six fixed oriented dipole matrix, can be even obtained from the 12-

lead ECG. However the possible tangential sources, or even slight interindividual
variation, give rise to considerable noise, thus limiting the value of the solution.

This manifests that all the components of the sources must be considered even

when myocardial activation is considered to produce solely radial sources. Another

question is whether the inverse solution could be more efficiently employed with
aimed ECG leads havins less noise.

Leads developed

In this study two methods were utilized to constmct aimed leads; an optimizatron
scheme and singular value decomposition. The methods produced comparable

leads, whose sensitivity properties reflected the characteristics of the methods;

optimized leads had a higher local aimed relative sensitivity while the leads

generated using SVD generally had lower contamination of all the other sources.

SVD scrutinizes all sources as in the optimization procedure the local regional

relative sensitivity is maximized. The SVD method is faster in generating whole

lead systems, providing a procedure for efficient construction of tailored aimed

ECG leads.

Detection of all radial, axial and circumferential sensitivity by three aimed leads

indicates the difficulty of constructing ECG leads with a very complex lead field.

VECG leads have a homogeneous lead field and the consffuction of leads to detect

these orthogonal sources is less intricate. However, these source components yield

limited relevant physiological information.

The axial direction behaves similarly to the orthogonal sensitivities as it is aimed

in the same direction throughout the heart, but leads with high radial and

especially circumferential sensitivity are difficult to construct. Constructing a lead
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with high radial sensitivity in every section would require an electrode inside the

heart. The lead field of an optimal circumferential lead re sembles that of an MCG
lead [Malmivuo and Plonsey, 19941. There is no elecnode configuration to
produce an ideal circumferential lead field.

The l2-lead ECG is the major tool to detect cardiac diseases, mostly generating

localized regional changes in the activation process of the myocardium. However,
this spatial information is not fully employed. As noted in Chapter 6, the leads

of the l2-lead ECG as they are, have a limited value in the localization of
myocardial sources. Some leads detect profoundly certain sources, e.g., the limb
lead I is sensitive in the lateral section. The new aimed ECG leads constructed

represent the maximal spatial resolution of the l2-lead ECG. It was shown that by

employing the methods developed to form aimed ECG leads, the l2-lead ECG can

be utilized to obtain leads with high spatial resolution, e.8., posterior sensitivity

has been vastly increased and is higher than the lateral sensitivity of limb lead I.

These leads have better sensitivify properties to differentiate the sources than the

l?-lead ECG or the extended chest leads V3R -V7. This demonstrates that an

optimal location of electrode on the thorax surface does not necessarily produce

a lead with high spatial resolution. [mproved capabilities can be obtained by

consffucting aimed ECG leads.

Clinical approval of new methods, especially replacing an old clinical standard, is

difficult to obtain. The aimed or targeted leads could provide a more direct way

to analyze the elecnical activation of the heart, but also a new'angle on the

myocardial activation. Clinicians would be equipped with more effective leads

than the standard l2-lead ECG or the extended leads, i.e., leads V7-V3R, without
changing clinical practice.

ft.4 Clinical material and results

The clinical data base did not provide classification of the localization of the

stenosis or ischemia. This obviously limited the value of the validation of the

regional airned leads. Despite this, some tests were performed mainly employing

lead systems instead of individual leads as discussed in Chapter 7. The reference

group and the group comprising patients with angiography-proven coronary artery

disease were statistically different in respect of age, sex, medication, anginal chest

pain and maximal heart rate achieved. The terminal ST segment value of most

leads of the l}-lead ECG was a good classifier (p < 0.(X)0 1), except that of lead

V l. These facts may give rise to doubts regarding the representativeness of the
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material. This problem may not, however, be of importance since in this work the

performance of the leads and lead systems ile compared, not actually assessed.

The results of the aimed lead study did not truly support the theoretical

considerations discussed in Chapter 3. Radial leads did not give better performance

than rhe axial or circumferential leads. The lead with maximal axial sensitivity

gave better performance than the lead with maximal radial sensitivity. Generally

the properties of the lead systems to detect ischemia were lower than those of

some individual leads. The regional aimed rzidial leads were better than axial or

circumferential leads and equivalent to precordial leads when the signals of some

raclial leads were inverted, i.e., all radial leads were set to indicate ischemia as

ST clepression. This result may indicate the importance of radial sensitivity.

However, the results do not confirm the theoretical considerations concerning the

ischemic injury sources and their detection.

ln an earlier preliminary study with a smaller clinical material (101 cases) the

raclial leads performed better than the tangential leads or the l?-lead ECG lviik,
l99l; Hyttinen et al., 19921. Different measurement techniques (a commercial

analog ECG recorded and a PC based signal acquisition unit) and methods used

for reference of ischemia (Thallium SPECT imaging) may explain the discrepancy

of the results.

The results prompt two questions regarding the clinical study: Does the ST

segment deviation based on standard 12-lead analysis provide the best tool for

validation and can we use the grouped lead systems in the diagnosis of the general

presence of ischemia to validate the aimed leads. An additional problem

considered in previous sections is the validity of the source model.

In the present work only the ST level at the terminal stage of the exercise test was

used and the first question can be answered only by extensive clinical studies. The

resulrs obtained with the gröuped leads as lead systems should give a valid

account of the properties of the regional aimed leads; a lead system with a special

lead for every section of the heart should detect all injury sources - either

tangential or radial. The volume of the material would have permitted analysis of

the capabilities of the leads to localize ischemia. However, the angiography data

clid not yet provide suitable and accurate information for such an analysis.

A considerable body of clinical material consisting of well analyzed angiography

data and ECG recordings can be used to synthesize a new lead system sensitive

to cletect local ischemia. The synthetization can be based on model studies or on

the clinical material itself in order to maximize the clinical performance of a lead

to detect local ischemia. The latter optimization problem can be expressed as

follows
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A Vr, = P (8. 1)

where A is the coefficient maffix to form the new leads from the l2-lead ECG
signals V,t (e.E.ST segments of the l2-lead ECG measured from all the cases).

Source maffix P includes information on the presence of ischemia in different
sections of the heart, i.e., the injury sources, obtained from coronary angiography
or other imaging method. The coefficient matrix A can be determined by inverting
V,, employing SVD or some other method of optimization or statistical analysis.
If the models of the injury source and the thorax are valid, the coefficient matrix
A should agree with the matrix obtained from the thorax model (Equation 5.2) .

Equation (8.1) can be employed to optimize a single optimal lead for the detection
of the presence of ischemia without considering the location of the source. In this
case source matrix P contains only information on the presence of ischemia.

However, the initial studies employing the clinical material available support the

above discussed conception that a single lead cannot be formed to detect the

general presence of ischemia. The lead formed gave only marginally increased
performance without statistical significance.

The sensitivity properties calculated from thorax models of the clinically optimized
leads will provide information on the detection of clinical ischemic injury sources.

Employing this information and both optimization schemes mentioned above

should produce a lead system capable of detecting local clinical injury sources.

Furthermore, characterization of the ischemic source may provide ways to get a

regularized solution to the inverse problem.

The standard ECG data bases should also be utilized to study the properties of the

new leads in diagnosing other heart diseases. A set of leads optimized to detect

local activation could be useful in identifying many different types of disorders.

Additionally, these databasqs should be employed to optimize disease-sensitive

leads and examine the injury sources generated.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this work was to develop so-called aimed ECG leads. The

sensitivity of these leads is targeted to detect and localize ischemic heart disease,

i.e,. the aimed leads for ischemia diagnosis, or targeted leads, have a predominant

und specified sensitiviry n a particular source loculized in spatiul und time

domain.

The ability of the leads to detect equivalent cardiac sources was obtåined from a

model based on a physical model made by Stanley Rush. This model was

computerized by fitting double cubic B-splines to the measured sensitivity

distributions. The lead vectors obtained were presented in an anatomical

radial/tangential coordinate system developed. This system comprised radial, i.e.,

normal to the myocardial, and tangential axis adjusted individually for each source

location. The tangential sensitivity was divided into axial and circumferential

components providing, with the radial component, an orthonormal coordinate

system for each source location.

The physical model data were validated by employing another thorax model based

on the finite difference element method and using the clinical material available,

consisting of ST segment values. The FDM model with homogenecus Rush model

anatomy was employed to recalculate the lead vectors of the l2-lead ECG. The

lead vectors obtained trom the two models showed high conelation. A derived

Frank VECG lead system based on the physical model data and conesponding

systems illusnated in the literature gave very similar clinical results. These results

inclicate that the data obtained from the physical model contain valid information

regarding the detection of myocardial sources.

The sources in the left ventricle area were divided and partly grouped into

anatomical sections, namely; anterior, lateral, inferior. posterior. septal and apical.

Three sets of lead systems were constructed with high radial. axial and
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circumferential regional sensitivity, i.e., one lead for each eighteen source

componenls. The new leads were derived from the l2-lead ECG to retain clinical
compatibility. Two methods were employed in the construction of the new leads;

a Newtonian optimization scheme and the method of singular value decomposition.

Optimization gave higher local relative sensitivities, whereas the method of SVD

produced leads with lower contamination from other sources.

The new regional aimed leads have a significantly higher proportion of their

sensitivity in one section compared to the standard l2-lead ECG or leads V7-

V3R. For example, the posterior radial sensitivity was more than tripled compared

to the most sensitive lead of the 12-lead ECC and almost 70Vo higher compared

to lead V9, which has the highest posterior sensitivity of the leads studied. Also,

another set of leads was optimized with leads V3 and V5 replaced by leads V5R

and V9, producing posterior and septal radial leads giving 787o and 26Vo higher

posterior and septal radial sensitivity compared to a leads obtained from the

standard leads, respectively. On the other hand some leads had poorer properties

than the leads consffucted employing the standard leads.

The method of SVD was also utilized to construct a lead system to detect all

fifteen individual sources of the Rush model. Sources located close to the surface

were quite exclusively detectable, whereas leads to detect sources located deep

inside the thorax had very poor performance.

Two VECG lead systems and leads with maximal radial, axial and circumferential

sensitivity throughout the left ventricle were also optimized. This aiming of the

sensitivities succeeded well. However, sensitivity properties of the radial and

especially circumferential leads with a very complex lead field in the whole region

of the left venuicle were poor.

The FDM model was used to evaluate the sensitivity properties of the l2-lead

ECG and the regional aimed leads employing a double layer type ischemic injury

source model. The inhomogeneous anatomy in this test was different from that of
the Rush model, providing an estimate of the changes due to anatomical variations.

The obtained ST deviations of the standard l2-lead ECG and the regional aimed

leads were consistent with the sensitivity properties of the leads derived from the

physical model. This result shows that the regional aimed leads retained their

sensitivity properties in an anatomy different than that of the model employed in

the development of the leads.

Results from the model study prompt the following conclusions:

- The standard l2-lead ECG can be used to construct various new leads with

different complex lead fields.
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- Electrodes ideally located to detect a specific source do not solely provide
leads with optimal properties but they facilitate the construction of the
regional aimed leads, producing more ideal leads to detect the specific
sources. On the other hand, to construct a regional aimed lead system with
better overall properties than those produced utilizing the l}-lead ECG,
more leads, i.e. independent measurements, should be applied.

- Ail source components should be considered when aimed leads are
constructed. For example leads constructbd considering only radial activation
also detect tangential sources, which were not implemented in the
construction, increasing contamination by sources induced for example, by
interindividual variations.

-The new regional aimed leads derived from the standard l}-lead ECG
system may give a new angle for ECG to study myocardial activation and,
furthermore, they may replace the need for specific leads, e.g., Y7 - V3R,
because the new leads have more specific sensitivity disuibutions.

The hypothesis of this thesis as presented in the introduction falls into two parts.
Here new leads with special sensitivity distribution were consnucted using models
of the thorax as a volume conductor, corroborating the second part of the
hypothesis. Abildskov et. al. claim that there are no evident practical means to
achieve leads with selective sensitivity to particular cardiac sections [Abildskov
et al., 1977). According to the model studies in this present research, the tools and
the methods to achieve such leads have been developed.

A clinical data base consisting of 346 subjects with comparable data was used to
evaluate the new leads. Since the material did not provide information regarding
the location of the ischemia, only the capabilities of the leads to indicate rhe
presence of the disease were compared. The clinical results did not indicate that
the new leads are better than the standard leads in ischemia diagnosis. Thus, the
first part of the hypothesis, stating that the detection of ischemic injury currents
can be improved by special ECG leads, was not demonsfrated. The clinical data
are being subjected to further studies and the ability of the new leads to detect
local ischemic sources will also be evaluated.

During the research for this thesis many sepiuate studies and investigations were
conducted. Some of them, listed below, make an individual, independent
contribution.

- The thesis contains a literature review of studies of thorax models,
sensitivity properties of ECG leads, and construction of leads of special
sensitivity.
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- The results of the Rush thorax model were transformed to a practical

format.

- A radial-tangential coordinate system was developed to represent the

sensitivity in physiologically meaningful terms.

- The sensitivity properties of the l2-lead ECG and leads V7-V3R were

extensively studied.

- New regional aimed ECG leads were formed by means of optimization and

the merhod of singular value decomposition applied to the sensitivity

properties obtained from a thorax model.

- From the l2-lead ECG a VECG lead system having more orthonormal

sensitivity properties than those of the Frank system was constructed. Also,

a derived Frank lead system comparable to previously published systems was

optimized.

- Leads with maximal radial, axial and circumferential sensitivity were

optimized and regional aimed or targeted ECG leads were constructed.

- A model of the thorax based on a finite difference method was used to

simulate injury sources generated by a nontransmural ischemia employing a

double layer type source.

- A reciprocal energization of an ECG lead to obtain the lead vectors was

urilized with the FDM software presumably for the first time with a computer

model.

In the discussion, themes for future research were considered. Listed below are

the most important considerations in the search of a better ECG system for the

detection of sources of ischemic heart disease.

- The ability of l2-lead ECG and the new leads to localize ischemia should

be studied employing accurate clinical data.

- Aimed leads should be obtained employing a model with increased

anatomical and spatial accuracy. The anatomical accuracy of the FDM

model can be improved by including anisotropy of the muscles and the fat

pad of the heart. The anatomical details of the model should be altered to

obtain a more accurate representation of an individual patient and the stage

of physiological function. This means that especially changes in the

intracardial blood masses during the heart beat should be considered.
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- Ideal electrode sites should be located and used for deriving regional

targeted leads. The achieved local aimed sensitivities should be compared to

those obtained with the l?-lead ECG.

- The concepts for determining the injury sources using standard l2-lead

ECG, more ideal electrode locations, the aimed and targeted ECG, and

methods of inverse problem should be considered and compared.

- The clinical material should be used to synthesize new leads with more

ideal capability to detect ischemic heart disease, i.e. the optimization should

be performed based on clinical results. The information from the clinical

material and the model studies should be combined to leam more about the

injury sources generated by ischemic heart disease.
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